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Picture books: opening pathways
for new arrival children
Julie E. McAdam, University teacher, School of Education, University of Glasgow
Hagos Sinkie, EAL teacher, Holy Cross Primary School, Glasgow
In this article the authors share their work using wordless picture books with children newly arrived in the
country. Not only did the reading sessions help develop critical reading, but also provided a safe context for
the children to share their own experiences.

This article tells the story of an international project entitled,
Visual Journeys, a research project which involved immigrant
and non-immigrant children from four different countries
(Scotland, Spain, the USA and Australia). This article will
focus on the research in Scotland which was funded by a
UKLA grant. The project was undertaken by four educators
united in a common interest of picture books as they built
communities of critical readers with immigrant children in a
Glasgow school. This is not just a story of the strategies used
to build the community; it is a story of the journeys on which
the educators were taken as they worked with a group of
new arrivals from Holy Cross Primary School in Glasgow.
These children began to share their own remarkable
journeys and experiences of immigration and foreign worlds,
demonstrating the powerful ‘funds of knowledge’ (Moll et
al. 1992) held by children. This was achieved through the
shared reading of two wordless picture books, Flotsam by
David Wiesner (2006) and The Arrival by Shaun Tan (2007).
Why did we use wordless picture books?
The educators involved have a passion for picture books.
Evelyn Arizpe has written Children Reading Pictures:
Interpreting Visual Texts (Arizpe & Styles 2003) and published
extensively in this field (Arizpe 2009); Maureen Farrell
(Farrell et al. 2010) has specialised in working with Scottish
picture books; Julie McAdam (McAdam & Arizpe 2011) and
Hagos Sinkie have worked extensively with EAL children
in numerous international settings. They chose to work
with wordless picture books because they knew that
children who disengage with printed texts for a variety of
reasons are afforded a degree of freedom when working
with these wordless texts. There are no right or wrong
answers, the texts are open to multiple interpretations, as
the visuals carry the narratives forward, therefore children
can share and collaborate with each other as well as the
adults present to construct their own meanings. Many of
the critical reading strategies employed by upper primary
school children while reading print based texts such as
predicting, negotiating and re-negotiating meaning through
discussion, analysing the author’s intentions and drawing on
their intertextual knowledge are used naturally by children

as they engage with the wordless texts. Children are also
able to explore the visual elements of the texts, looking
at colour, shade, positioning of objects and characters,
contrast, style, medium, developing an active vocabulary
that can be applied to a variety of multimedia. These
wordless texts provide all children with opportunities to
explore the structure and purpose of narrative regardless of
their development as readers of print.
Jim Cummins (2001) reminds us that all children who
learn additional languages have a common underlying
proficiency (CUP) so that skills, ideas and concepts learned
in one language will transfer to an additional language.
These wordless picture books are ideal texts to use with
children who are learning English as an additional language
and learning a new alphabetic print system at the same
time. The books allow the children to immediately use their
developing critical reading skills with concepts that engage
them. They can demonstrate their knowledge, skills and
experience without feeling the fear factor presented by
longer print based texts (Arizpe & Styles 2003, Arizpe 2009).
However it must be noted that wordless picture books are
not without examples of print. Printed text can be found
within wordless texts on the book covers, end papers,
embedded in the visuals or within artefacts within the
visuals. Many of the children we worked with placed great
value in the printed word and often spoke of these printed
word inserts as clues that would help solve the overall
narrative.
Two texts were selected for their use of colour and visual
imagery, as well as their link to the theme of journeys and
migration: David Wiesner’s Flotsam (2006) and Shaun Tan’s
The Arrival (2007). The richness and layering in these texts
has meant that we have discovered something new on each
reading with the children.
Flotsam
Flotsam looks closely at detail and difference. The author
has drawn upon his own childhood experiences of the
beach to produce a narrative of a young boy who finds
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a camera washed up upon the sea shore. The film in the
camera tells the story of the journey the camera has been
on. Wiesner blends fantasy with reality to produce a series
of fantastic underwater shots as well as a visual timeline of
all the children who have found the camera. The images
from Flotsam encourage classroom based discussion on
many areas. Over our project some of these discussions
have focused on objects washed up by the sea; the use
of magnifying glasses and microscopes for scientific
investigation, marine life and marine environments, clothes
worn over time as well as the more fantastical elements of
different countries and what they look like.
The Arrival
The Arrival (2007) is a migrant story told as a series of
wordless images that might come from the past or from
an imagined future. The story is told using sepia toned
drawings that make use of light to depict the over-riding
emotions of each stage of the migrant’s journey. The man
leaves his wife and child in an impoverished town, travelling
across a vast ocean to arrive in a bewildering city of foreign
customs, peculiar animals, curious floating objects and
indecipherable languages. Tan creates a series of sub
characters who help the man and each of these characters
tells their own story of migration.

Discussion and analysis of the narrative (three sessions)
Through a mixture of flexible semi-structured questions
asked by us, the support teacher and the children, we
worked through the book taking our time to allow the
children to make links to their own home lives and pasts.
We encouraged them to ask questions of each other and
the example below, taken from a discussion between Evelyn
Arizpe and a group of children about The Arrival, exemplifies
the quality of the children’s discussion as well as the ways
in which they socially construct a shared meaning based
on their own individual interpretations. The visual being
discussed depicts the man arriving in the new city, a double
page spread shows the city laid out before the reader with
two huge statues built at the harbour mouth.
Evelyn: What do you want to tell us about the picture?
Sara: Sana said that they are shaking hands (talking
about the statues) because it’s about cultures. I think
that that statue there, that man there is from an different country and that one’s a different country.
Hamid: I think, they go to place here and they’re
looking for kind of treasure. […] because it kind of
looks like they’re going on an adventure.

Tan combines realistic references of people and objects into
a wholly imaginary world. For the purposes of this project,
we felt that this unfamiliar place would appeal and speak
to all the children in the project, given that, to a lesser or
greater degree, they had all experienced some form of travel
to a different country.

Ali: [They are] two strangers. They came like from
another countries, and, and, and, they’re shaking hands.
Like, they’re both friends […]

Creating a community of critical readers
The team worked with eight children drawn from the upper
primary school. In discussion with the EAL support teacher
Hagos Sinkie, we identified children who had moved to
Scotland in the past three years. They had a range of home
languages with three being Urdu speakers, one Polish, one
Somali, one Kurdish and one child classified as a Pashto/
Urdu speaker. We began work with the children using
Flotsam, while they were in Year 4/5 (Primary 5/6) and
carried on working with them on The Arrival into the next
academic year when they were in Year 5/6 (Primary 6/7). We
worked with the children in small groups (2-5) and we varied
the composition of the groups depending on attendance,
language proficiency and empathy with each other. We met
once a week at a regular time for 45-60 minute sessions.

Ali: It’s because nobody has like wars and things over
here, and at the back of the book (He turns the book
over and points to the blurb on the back) it says ‘what
drives so many, to leave everything behind and journey
alone to a mysterious country. A place without family
or friends, where everything is nameless and the, and,
and the future is unknown. […] A tribute to all those
who have made the journey.’

Entering the world of the book (one session)
In the first session we introduced the books to the children
and encouraged them to take the books home to discuss
with the family and friends. It was important to spend a
considerable amount of time discussing the book as an
object, allowing the children to form impressions and
link the books to their own lives. In Flotsam the children
discussed the book title and looked at examples depicted
in the endpapers thinking about how these fitted with the
types of objects that they had found on beaches. With The
Arrival the children discussed the features of the design
that made the book look old-fashioned: the colouring, thick
spine, embossed ‘photos’ and ornamental borders.

Evelyn: So why do you think that these people have
come to this place?

Hamid: I agree with Ali ‘cause this book’s made for like
refugees, so they could come to a country, and like
they’re tortured in one country [or] the bad people
keep on asking for money. […] Because, I think […] this
place that’s has a wall around to protect people. Like
the Great Wall of China.
Sara: […] probably all these people in this, in the boat,
are all refugees. They’ve came to this country and
probably this country lets refugees come […]
Evelyn: So this country you think is welcoming.
Welcoming the refugees.
Sara: Mm. Yeah. And I think that man’s left the child
and the wife there until he checks if this country’s okay.
Then brings his child and wife.
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Figure 1: harbour scene (unpaginated) from ‘The Arrival’
Hamid loves watching movies and playing computer games
and draws on his knowledge of the genre of adventure
stories, sticking with his initial interpretation that the
suitcase carried by the man contains treasure. Ali notes
the blurb on the back of the text and reads the printed
text which changes the direction of Hamid’s thought as he
then agrees with Ali’s comments. The text generated many
similar examples of the children using exploratory talk to
arrive at a shared and negotiated meaning.
Annotated spreads (one session)
While working with the children we noted the need for
speed, a desire to rush through the text and get to the final
point, perhaps related to their personal use of video and
action games. In a later conversation Hamid described
how he fast forwarded through the parts of movies that
he found boring. This urge to rush through explained why
the interpretations he arrived at were often vastly different
to the rest of the group. He was missing out parts of the
narrative and arriving at meanings that met with his prior
and extensive knowledge of films and websites. We wanted
to slow the children down and look more carefully at the
visuals so we adapted an idea from a project carried out
in Newham in London (Bednall et al. 2008). We selected
visual spreads, copied them onto A4 paper, laminated them,
stuck them down on A3 paper and invited the children to
annotate the visuals (Figure 2).
The first spreads the children explored were from Flotsam.
We put them in pairs and suggested they could write down
any questions they had about the picture, add speech and
thought bubbles for the characters or write their thoughts,
opinions and feelings about anything in the image. For
a while the children simply sat there, unsure of what to
write, but by the end of the session, they were asking to
annotate more and more pages. Some children worked in
pairs and one child who had been particularly quiet in the
discussions was so taken with the task that she completed
four spreads and asked to take some home. She extended
her annotations and produced a written text to accompany
the visual. If a child was having problems with writing down
their thoughts, we would offer to scribe.

Figure 2: example of a child’s annotations from ‘The Arrival’
Our initial analysis (Farrell et al. 2010) of the children’s
annotations showed that the children began by labelling;
many of them used this opportunity to expand their own
vocabularies or enquire about objects that interested them.
After labelling, their annotations became more speculative
about objects or actions.
Many of the children began to relate to the characters,
providing them with a voice. They also began to retell
the actions within the visuals or provide speculations
and/or questions about what might happen next. They
also commented on the composition of the text, making
comments about colour, shade and size.
Luke and Freebody (1999) encourage critical reading to
encompass the idea of text production, so that children
learn how to decode texts, analyse them, but in doing this
they also learn how to produce texts for themselves. The
next two strategies involved the children in text production.
The camera and the photographs (one session)
The camera is a central part of Flotsam; each child in the
book takes a picture and then throws the camera back into
the sea to continue on its journey. We tapped into this by
offering digital cameras to the children and inviting them
to take them home and think about the picture they would
wish to capture if they were going to throw their camera into
the sea, or to capture a journey that they had been on.
The pictures were downloaded and the children talked us
through their slide shows explaining the significance of the
photographs. These presentations provided opportunities
for the children to talk and share elements of their life that
were important to them offering glimpses into their identity
as young people living in Glasgow in the 21st century. The
photographs taken by the children could be broadly divided
into four categories:
18
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the majority of the pictures were of people: friends,
family and members of their communities, the people
that mattered to them on a daily basis
the second category was artefacts: everyday objects
that were important to them - shoes, football medals,
photographs of photographs, decorations in their
homes, food. In this section the children began to
reveal their home identities (Igoa 1995), opening up to
talk about how they spent time out of school
a small number of photographs symbolised journeys
made by the children as they moved around the city of
Glasgow and Scotland, noticing elements of the city in
new ways
the last and smallest category was where the children
arranged and composed photographs for aesthetic
value. Perhaps the discussion of visual images, colour,
angle, tone impacted on the children’s thinking as they
looked for material to photograph (Arizpe and McAdam
2011).

•

•

•

Figure 3: example of a child’s photograph

new land to escape terror, war and forced child labour. We
noticed that the children found these sub plots difficult to
interpret and could not always see how they linked to the
main narrative. Over time we decided that the best way to
deal with these sub plots was to introduce them as such, and
use more detailed questioning and if necessary explanation.
Once we had looked at several examples in the text, we
invited the children to create their own sub plots of journeys
that they had been on. We did this by inviting them to make
graphic strips of their own journeys. We offered a range of
paper formats for the children to use, or we left them free to
decide for themselves how best to construct their stories.
We sat with the children while they worked and offered
advice about how they might approach the task,
encouraging them to plan verbally or rough plan how many
individual frames would make up the graphic strips. Many
of the children used a mixture of images and written text.
While they all worked separately they noticed the ways other
children developed their strips and incorporated elements
of others’ designs into their own.
Using the graphic strips many children told stories of
journeys that had been told and re-told within their family
units, cultural scripts that were part and parcel of who they
were, integral parts of their identity, while other children told
stories of journeys that were fictional, but at points crossed
over with their own life experiences. The graphic strips
offered a means for the children to tell their stories if that
was what they wanted to do. It was clear as they explained
their graphic strips to the group that they were proud of
their stories. It is worth noting that this particular group of
children all began their strips with a home (in Scotland, in
Pakistan, etc.), one child even amended his strip by adding
an additional visual of a home. We can only speculate that
the community we had created was at work and that they
had collectively drawn on this important symbol as a way of
introducing their narrative.

Figure 4: example of a child’s photograph (Polish games)
The graphic strips (one session)
The Arrival makes use of sub plots as part of the narrative
which tell the stories of characters that have migrated to the

Figure 5: example of a graphic strip
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The plenary session (one session)
We included a final evaluative session where we asked the
children to talk about the two texts; thinking about which
one they had preferred and why, summarising the main
intention of the author in each text and discussing the use of
visuals in each. Ali summed up the children’s enjoyment of
the project and the discussions:
‘I enjoyed talking because it makes us think about other
people, what they’re thinking about and then you have
a good idea what you’re going to be seeing. And when
you talk altogether you get more of the story than if you
are alone.’
Evaluation of strategies
Storytelling is an international genre, a human condition in
which we all engage. This project more than involved the
children in developing and using their critical literacy skills,
it created a safe space for the children to begin to share their
stories of immigration, not by asking them outright, but
through weeks of nurturing a trusting relationship with each
other as we read the wordless texts. These texts allowed
them to speak of migration as a general concept, of their
home lives and cultures, of their past experiences and, when
they were ready, they talked of their own journeys. They
increased their vocabulary and gained confidence in talking
and listening as they offered their opinions and analysed the
narrative. The children offered us valuable insights into their
home literacy practices and towards the end of the project
began to show an increased awareness of each other’s
cultures. We came away richer people for having worked
with them (McAdam and Arizpe 2011).
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Useful websites
The author David Wiesner: has a website devoted to
discussion of the book: www.thefishknowthesecret.com.
The author Shaun Tan: his website is a useful source of
information about the author and the many books he has
written: www.shauntan.net/books/the-rabbits.html.
The British Council: this article discusses the use of picture
books for all ages and children using learning English as a
second or additional language: www.teachingenglish.org.
uk/articles/picture-books-all
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